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Foreword
After two years of activities and fruitful cooperation, the Shift2Rail project CONNECTA has completed its work programme, so it is the right time to provide an overview of the main results
obtained, which are many and valuable. CONNECTA started with the aim of contributing to the
Shift2Rail’s next generation of TCMS architectures and components as well as to the next generation of electronic braking systems and I can assure now we succeeded.
The project has conducted research into new technological concepts, standard specifications
and architectures for train control and monitoring, with specific applications in train-to-ground
communications, safe communications, new computing concepts and high safety electronic
control of brakes.
Today, the results of CONNECTA seem to be even more decisive than ever. Indeed, the future
railway system looks much more autonomous, connected, digital and safer, and the new generation of TCMS and brakes will play a major role.
In the following sections, our work package leaders are presenting the said results. I wish you
an enjoyable reading.

Javier Goikoetxea (CAF)
Shift2Rail IP1 Coordinator & CONNECTA Coordinator

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement No: 730539

WP1 General Specifications

The functional requirement specification for
a next generation of TCMS was done under
the first work package of the CONNECTA
project.
The goal was to define a next generation of
TCMS based on state of the art technologies.
Due to the increasing number of functions and
features demanded by several actors, the vehicle IT systems get more and more complex.
A fully integrated, scaleable and flexible solution featuring single sources of data, separation of safety related and non-safety related
functions is required to fulfil future demands.
The method of writing requirement specifications line by line was not good enough to
fulfil the goals of the task. The choosen way
to describe the functions and features of the
NG TCMS was to use the modeling language
SysML, that have rarely been used in the European railway industry before.
The following procedure was defined: From
a very global view on the system it was
“zoomed” into the details of the system to
keep the overview and the context.

On the highest level of abstraction EPICs
where defined. This method, known from
software engineering was adapted to fulfil
the needs for system engineering. In a second step another method known and used
in the field of extreme programming – modelling with User Stories – was adapted to be
used for system engineering.
In a further step the system of interest was
defined, boundaries set and the actors that
are interacting with the system where defined. Based on these definitions a library of
user stories was created, describing the actor, the interaction with the system and the
aim of the action.
In a fourth step the functional specification
was detailed by creating use cases. A use
case features also the actor, the goal and the
interaction, as well as more details such as
the systems precondition, result, trigger as
well as the basic flow, which provides a first
view within the blackboxed system. Additionally, alternative flows can be defined to describe malfunctions.

Functional Specification from the highest level of abstraction into details

Procedure for the system analysis

The boundaries of the NG TCMS and the actors

THE RESULTS

NEXT STEPS

The results of the project is the most extensive user stories and use case collection to describe what a next generation of
TCMS shall fulfil and shall do. Additionally,
non-functional requirements where defined
to set quality standards for the use cases.

The implementation of the developed requirement specification and the defined
model are certain, because of the following
phases and workpackages of the CONNECTA
2 and CONNECTA 3 projects, where the partners do implement the developments as test
systems in first place and as railway demonstrators in second place. In CONNECTA 3 the
requirement specification will be tested and
validated on the engineered system.

Modelling IT systems in the railway industry is quite new. The approach to model the
behavior of a TCMS system has never been
performed in that extension and quality before. Different standardization groups have
already based their work on that functional
description.
The functional specification is from high interest for the railway industry. It’s for the first
time an agreed specification between the big
European operators. The specification has
already been used by several working groups
and standardization bodies as reference for
further development.

WP2 Wireless TCMS

Train to Ground
The integration of trains in the IT infrastructure is a prerequisite to support services like
fleet management, passenger information or
remote diagnostics. In the past many different non-interoperable train to ground communication solutions were developed based
on different requirements of the railway operators.
IEC TC9 started an initiative to standardize
the train to ground communication. Usually a standard is based on existing common
agreed state of the art. Since that does not
exist, the applicability of the first drafts of the
standards was not assured.
Starting with the project Roll2Rail and continued with CONNECTA the requirements of
the IEC standard were analysed for applicability and a detailed specification for the
implementation of three selected use cases
(Train identification, Train location and File
transfer) was elaborated.
The implementation was independently carried out by four WP2 participants (ALSTOM,
Bombardier, CAF and Siemens) to demonstrate the applicability of the standard. Finally the implementations were tested with a
ground infrastructure provided by the project
SAFE4Rail.
	
  

	
  

The experience gained from the requirements analyses, implementation and tests
were given as feedback to IEC TC9 for preparation and future improvement of the train to
ground standard IEC 61375‑2‑6.
Since the standard comprises further services, which could not be covered within CONNECTA, it is foreseen to continue the implementation in CONNECTA 2. Other aspects
are the investigation of security requirements
and the coexistence with signalling applications without interference.

Wireless TCMS
Wire-bound communication networks in
trains have several drawbacks in the areas of
e.g. weight, reliability of connectors or potential equalisation between consists. Wireless
communication inside the train promise to
provide a solution to such challenges.
In a first step the project CONNECTA equipped
a laboratory with contemporary LTE hardware
and evaluated the architecture of consist to
consist communication in respect to performance, latency and reliability of data transmission. In the WP2 subtask Wireless TCMS,
the feasibility of a Wireless Train Backbone
was investigated.
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Architecture of wireless train backbone

After the laboratory tests the hardware was
installed on a real train and the tests were
repeated in a depot and on a real track. As
a result, there are plenty of measurement
records, which can be compared and
analysed regarding the technical parameters
of LTE (e.g. antenna installation, frequency
bands) environmental conditions (e.g. metal
infrastructure, tunnels).
Challenges in the actual solution are still the

asymmetry of the LTE technology, which is
not ideally suitable for a peer to peer network
like the train backbone. CONNECTA-2 can
investigate upcoming new radio technology
(e.g. PC5) solutions to improve this situation.
Furthermore the measurement results need
deep analysis to find the proper consequences
to provide a robust wireless communication
solution inside trains also regarding the
regulatory requirements of radio frequency
allocation.

Example of measurement results

WP3 Drive-by-Data

Main Results
A powerful and robust train on-board communication network is one of the main pillars of a NG-TCMS, and that is why the WP3
“Drive-by-Data” was devoted to the specification of a Next-Generation Train Communication Network (NG-TCN) that can be used
for time critical and safety critical train functions. Partners in the specification were both
railway manufacturers (Bombardier Transportation, CAF, Siemens and Ansaldo STS)
as well as railway operators (Deutsche Bahn
and SNCF Mobilités).
The objectives for the NG-TCN were clearly
defined at the beginning:
• Replacement for legacy communication
technologies like MVB or CAN in order to
simplify the overall network architecture.
• Replacement of conventional train lines
as a mean to lower cost and weight.
• Usability for safety-critical functions up to
a safety integrity level of SIL=4.
• Usability for time-critical functions requiring low latency and very low jitter.
• One network for interconnecting all train
on-board equipment including TCMS, Signalling (ETCS), Sub-systems like brake,
CCTV, passenger announcement and entertainment services etc.
• Ensure interoperability on train level be	
  

	
  

tween rail vehicles from different manufacturers and operators.
• Improvement of data communication reliability and availability.
• Standardization as an extension to the
well-established IEC 61375 standard series on train communication networks.
The specification work was split into different tasks, each one dedicated to a specific
aspect. At first requirements were collected
which guided the work during the following
activities. A state-of-the art analysis revealed
Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) as specified
by IEEE as the best solution for low latency
and low jitter data transmission. One insight
was that TSN works only well in a static network environment and underachieves in case
of changing network topologies, as it is the
case for the dynamic train wide network (train
backbone). The reason is that TSN uses traffic scheduling by defining a time schedule for
each network component, which determines
when TSN data can be expected (received)
and when those data shall be sent. In case
of a network topology change, those schedules need to be updated for all components,
which is time consuming and not affordable
in real-time. The solution to this problem is
to overlay the physical network with a static
virtual network. For reliability reasons, this
virtual network is split in two parts called
“planes”, an A-Plane and a B-Plane on vehicle level mapped to a right and left Plane on
train level as it is shown in the figure below.

NG-TCN Network Architecture

TSN data are replicated and sent over both
planes in parallel. This guarantees that in the
case of a broken plane (component failure) at
least one TSN data telegram will be received.
Conventional, non-TSN data are sent as today without replication. In case of a component failure, just another route through the
network can be selected because there are
no schedules to change. This possibility, to
merge existing solutions with future technologies (TSN) in one physical network, is
one of the strength of the defined concept.
A reliability analysis of this architecture has
demonstrated that this architecture is the
most reliable one compared to alternative
architectures, and that is also has advantages with respect to availability, cost, functional safety and fire protection. In addition,
two safety-related network functions already
defined in IEC 61375 have been improved for
higher safety integrity: safe train inauguration (discovery of actual train composition)
and safe data transmission. An overview of
the new technologies introduced for NG-TCN
is presented in the table below.

Besides the specification of the NG-TCN architecture, also a generic concept for safety
certification has been developed. In a future
NG-TCN much more safety related functions
than today can be integrated, all based on the
same communication network and sharing
resources. This only works if there exists a
clear separation between parts of different
criticality, well-defined interfaces and clear
rules for design, implementation and safety
case.

Next Steps
WP3 concluded with the architecture specification of a NG-TCN. In CONNECTA 2, network components shall be prototyped which
comply to the requirements set out in the architecture specification. Two demonstrators
will be set up, one representing a regional
train and the other an urban train.
In parallel, standardization of the NG-TCN
architecture will be launched within IEC and
CENELEC as an extension to the existing TCN
architecture.

Technology

Reference

Scheduled traffic

IEEE802.1Qbv

Precise time synchronization

IEEE802.1AS-rev

Frame replication&elimination

IEEE802.1CB

GbE/10GbE
SIL4 Safety Layer

IEEE802.3
IEC 61375-2-3 / IEC 61784-3-3 / EN50159

SIL4 Safe Train Inauguration

IEC61375

Cyber security

IEC 62443
New technologies introduced in NG-TCN

WP4 Functional Distribution Architecture

Trains are complex systems that comprise
multiple functionalities such as traction and
brake, management of passenger access
through doors or proper climatization. The
details of these functions, as well as the required functional interfaces, need to be defined and implemented in each particular
project and this is very demanding in terms of
both time and cost. In this WP, relevant steps
have been given towards the standardization
of the different functional interfaces inside
trains, paving the way for the adoption of a
Functional Distribution Architecture.
One of the specificity of railway transport
compared to other transport industry is that
it is possible to couple several units together to operate as a single train with only one
driver. In the present situation a unit can only
be coupled to others if it was specifically designed for or to the same type of units. To couple heterogeneous units, this implies several
possible compositions that are not known in
advance. For the operators, a greater flexibility in fleet management would be necessary.
This would be achieved by the Functional
Open Coupling, allowing to couple heterogeneous Rolling Stocks together, regardless of
manufacturers, types or versions. A concept
has been defined to address all aspects for
this technology.
An Application Profile in the WP4 context describes a functional interface between the
Train Control and Monitoring System (TCMS)
and a subsystem. The main objective of standard Application Profiles for the rolling stock
industry is to reduce the effort, the time and
the risk to implement a specific rolling stock
project. The effects from this standardisation will be gained because the common understanding of how a TCMS interacts with a

specific type of subsystem is increased in the
market. This increased common understanding leads to better fitting products offered by
the subsystems suppliers to the system integrators. Due to this standardisation effect,
less engineering is required for the integration of the subsystem leading to reduced
costs, risks and delivery times.
As more and more parts of train functions are
implemented based on software, the software interface between the actual functions
and the underlying middleware platforms
gains importance. In this WP, a Functional
Distribution Framework has been devised
which provides the ability to abstract applications from the underlying executing devices and communication technologies. It targets a new architectural concept based on
a standardised framework and distributed
computing to allow the execution of whichever functions on high performing end devices
distributed along the vehicle, with different
safety integrity requirements. Functions will
be plugged in the framework and run isolated from each other with the aim of avoiding
complete TCMS re-commissioning after any
application change.

Application profiles. Context diagram

The evolutions of the Functional Distribution architecture have been specified within
CONNECTA 1 phase. For the coming CONNECTA 2 project, those concepts will be implemented on test benches in order to validate prototypes. Application profiles will

be implemented to run on top of the Functional Distribution Framework, aswell as
Functional Open Coupling protocol. Running all those technologies on the testbench
will allow to get a complete demonstrator.

WP5 High Safety Level electronic
Solutions for Brake Control
WP5 answers the S2R-IP1-CFM-02-2016 call
under the Shift2Rail umbrella: WP5 belongs
to the so called Technical Demonstrator 1.5
(TD1.5) – Next Generation Brake System. The
goal is to develop an electronic HW-SW architecture, designed to manage all the main
braking functions (service, holding, emergency, safety brake, wheel slide protection)
according to proper high safety levels (SIL3,
SIL4). Main objectives are:
• Performance improvement in safety relevant braking functions resulting in optimization of the braking distances
• On board system optimization, reducing
the number of sophisticated pneumatic
components, improving overall LCC
• Use of communication standards carrying
high SIL related information
• Simplified train wiring and piping
• Easier tuning of the brake system during
commissioning phase
In the first phase of the study, three possible evolutions of the conventional brake system are described, all based on high safety
electronic control solutions and providing
improvements on performance and LCC and
a Preliminary Hazard Analysis is performed.
The focus on the development is an equipment able to perform “High Safety Electronic Actuator and Electric Brake in Emergency”. The new device, named Electronic
Distributor Valve (EDV), integrates Emergency Brake and Service Brake function
and includes also the WSP function. Requirements for brake system function and
sub-functions are defined together with the
Interfaces to new TCMS. New generation
train communication network (NG-TCN) is
responsible of the transmission among EDVs
and among EDVs and all other train system
connected to NG-TCN. TCMS interface information, which related safety integrity level,
defined by safety analysis, are part of the EDV
brake function requirements.

For the conventional Brake Systems a
safety allocation analysis was made.
The new brake system concept and architecture, the function safety analysis and the safety process planning have
been evaluated by an Independent Safety Assessor for compliance with the safety standards EN50126 and EN50129.
The evaluation has been carried out by TUV
SUD company, thus completely external to
CONNECTA design and safety teams.
Main objective is the development of an interoperable EDV hardware device by both
brake supplier inside WP5 (KB and FT).
The above non-competitive tasks provide the
inputs for the detailed design of the EDV prototype during the competitive phase. The interoperable devices designed in a competitive
way by KB and FT will be the reference hardware to be considered for the development of
the software implementing the brake system
functionalities attributed to EDV and to communicate with the new generation of TCMS
as defined by CONNECTA.

EDV Architecture

The main results of the CONNECTA WP5
are the development of requirements,
the safety process assessment, the concepts and implementation of an interoperable electronic distributor valve (EDV)
that can used in next generation electronic brake control solutions architecture.

For the coming PIVOT WP5.1 project, the
software development of the EDV braking
functions will be done. In the further PIVOT 2
project the brake system concepts, based on
EDV, will be implemented on testbenches in
order to validate prototype.

WP6 Virtual Placing on the Market

WP6 has focused on two main activities. On
the one hand, it has helped in the development of the “Conformance Testing” standard
for ECN/ETB and, on the other hand, it has
led to the foundations for the virtualisation of
the train.
«ECN/ETB Conformance Testing» (T6.3)
As part of this task, the company collaborated with the IEC in the development of the IEC
61375-2-8 standard (ECN/ETB Conformance

Testing). Three activities have been carried
out for this purpose. One; Information from
the IEC 61375 standards related to ethernet
communications has been transferred to
requirements (IEC 61375-2-3, 3-4, 2-5 standards). Two; test cases have been defined
that will make possible the validation of the
above-mentioned requirements. And three:
These test cases have been implemented and
executed on a test bench built for the occasion.

Conformance Testing demonstration in IEC WG43 meeting at CAF’s headquarters.

Conformance Testing work scheme.

As a result of this activity, a large part of the
standard has been approved and feedback
has also been provided to the IEC to improve
or correct both the standards related to ethernet communications mentioned above and
the Conformance Testing itself.
The next steps be aim at getting a company to
be authorized to become an equipment certifier in compliance with the standards mentioned above.
Simulation framework and train virtualisation:
The objective of this second great project
within WP6, which has occupied the rest of
the tasks (T61, T62, T64, T65 and T66) was
the definition and partial implementation of
a simulation framework, a virtualization of
the train and the tools that allow the management of all this. Our Safe4Rail “open call”

colleagues also participated in the definition
and development. These developments will
make it possible to simulate the behaviour of
the train from both a functional and an electromechanical point of view, which will result
in a reduction in costs as we will be able to
test the train’s systems before having the real
train.
As already mentioned, over the last two years
we have worked on the design and a partial
implementation of this framework and train
virtualisation, so the next steps (which are
planned for CONNECTA 2) will aim at completing the developments and their integration and validation. Once this has been done,
tests will have to be carried out in a real environment that will serve as a pattern with
which compare the results obtained in the
lab environment.

Train deployment time-line with and without a virtual testing lab.

	
  

CONCLUSIONS

The results of CONNECTA not only fulfil the
expectations but exceed them. The new proposed solutions in the fields of communications and computing, around the TCMS and
brakes, will for sure mean key enablers of the
future railways system, where connectivity
and automation are said to be main building
blocks.
In that sense, the Innotrans 2018 demonstrator of CONNECTA, namely “Connected
Trams”, showcased some of the proposed
radical innovations of the project, as a kind of
grand finale.
But CONNECTA is just the first chapter of
the whole story. Starting on 1st October 2018,
CONNECTA-2 will bring the technologies to
the laboratory, implementing two prototypes
(for mainline and urban) as a prelude of the
high TRL demonstrators to be deployed from
2020 on.
Meanwhile, stay “connected” to the news
and results of CONNECTA-2, and feel free to
contact the Coordinator or the work package
leaders.
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